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Annoying Ads

Question:  Do ads like these 

bring in more revenue than 

they cost due to lost traffic?



Measuring the 

Impact of Annoying Ads

Mechanical Turk task: users classify email, 

can stop any time

Measured how much you have to pay to 

endure the annoying ads.

Bad ads cost roughly $1 CPM



Time-Based Display Advertising: 

Experimental Design

Mechanical Turk experiment

Instructions: read web page and answer 

questions about it

Ad would disappear after a few seconds

When user finished reading asked:

Which advertiser did you see?



More Exposure Time Causes 

Increased Memory

Increased exposure time causes increased 

probability of remembering ad.

First 10 seconds are most valuable.

After 10 seconds increased exposure helps, 

but there are diminishing returns.



Rotating Ads is Better for 

Advertisers A & B
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Schedule 1

Have the whole page duration

to yourself on half the page loads

Schedule 2

Rotate ads after 10 seconds

Half the impressions, you’re first

Half the impressions, you’re second
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Current Work: Moving Studies to 

Websites & Mobile Phones

Advertisers A and B, shown for varying amounts of time

After 20 seconds, 1-question survey 

Partnering with Chartbeat

Users see inline ad for a variable amount of time

Later serve an ad that asks one question about creative

Partnering with Sled



Want to Collaborate?

Experiment with in App advertising?

How valuable is being the only advertiser on a page?

What is the relationship between repeated exposure and memory?

Do take over ads bring in more revenue than they cost in lost traffic?

Other suggestions?  

Papers available at: sidsuri.com, dangoldstein.com, mcafee.cc


